Component List
SKIRMISH MAP SHEET

Heart of the Empire includes two new skirmish maps to expand
your options for Imperial Assault skirmishes. The “30th Floor
Plaza” map (see below) corresponds to the “Overwatch” and “On
Our Way” Skirmish Mission cards found in this expansion. The
“Temple Gardens” map (see reverse) corresponds to the “Temple
Onslaught” and “Garden Standoff ” Skirmish Mission cards. These
missions also follow the new rules for four-player skirmishes
found on page 6 of the Heart of the Empire Rulebook.
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For more information on playing a skirmish, players should
consult the Skirmish Guide and Rules Reference Guide, both of
which are found in the core game.

30TH FLOOR PLAZA
Skirmish Map

Arms Distribution

1C: Use at the start or end
of your activation. You gain
1 or 1. Then, another
friendly figure within 3
spaces gains 1 or 1.
Limit once per activation.
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Stockpile

When a friendly figure
within 3 spaces interacts
with a crate, that figure
may draw 5 Supply cards
and choose 1 nonvaluable card to keep,
Defense shuffling the others back
into the deck.
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Defense

Rebel Quartermaster
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16 Plastic Figures

6

43 Map Tiles

01 b , 03 b , 04 b , 05 b , 06 b , 07 b , 08 b , 09 b , 10 b (2), 12 b (2), 14 b , 15 b (2), 16 b (3), 17 b (4),
18 b (3)
20 b , 27 a , 28 a , 29 b , 32 a , 32 b , 34 a , 34 b , 35 a , 35 b

HEART OF THE EMPIRE

SKIRMISH MISSION

1 Skirmish Map Sheet

3 Hero Sheets

Sentry Droid

3

FIELD COMMANDER

Trooper - Droid - Guardian

Unyielding Dedication

Unfinished Business

Enemies Closer

B: +1 Accuracy
A Multi-Fire: Perform 2 attacks. Each attack
must have a different target. Apply -1H to
each attack’s results.
A Charged Shot: Perform an attack. Apply
+2 Accuracy to the attack results.
Targeting Computer: While attacking, you may
reroll 1 attack die.
© LFL © FFG

Health

Speed

5

4

Defense

When Drokkatta escaped Imperial
enslavement at a Geonosis mining
facility, the wookiee left many friends
and loved ones behind. Since the
Rebellion has come to consider the
facility a key target, the opportunity
has arisen for Drokkatta to make good
on a promise to return.
Side Mission: “Unfinished Business”
(page 15, Heart of the Empire)

Attack

22 Deployment Cards
(3 decks)

Four Player Free-For-All
Doors are locked. Imperial mission tokens represent
tactical positions.
End of Round 2: Open all doors.
End of each Round: Each player gains 2 VPs for each
tactical position he controls. Then, if a player controls
more than one tactical position of the same color, he
gains VPs equal to the number of tactical positions
of that color that he controls.

Auxiliary Training

4 Side Mission Cards

The Power of Passion

Exhaust this card while a
friendly figure is attacking
or defending. If that
figure spent a power
token during this attack,
it may reroll 1 of its dice.

When an Imperial figure
spends a , apply +1B
to the attack results (in
addition to the +1H for
spending the token).
Exhaust this card while
an Imperial figure is
attacking to reroll any
number of attack dice.

“Improved tools won’t help
much if you don’t know how
to use them.”

27 Hero Class Cards
(3 decks, 9 in each)
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1

18 Imperial Class Cards
(2 decks, 9 in each)

Grappler Arm
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2 Influence

4 Skirmish Mission Cards

Field Supply

Scouted Enemies

µ Ko-Tun Feralo

Exhaust this card when
an Imperial group is
defeated. That group
cannot be redeployed
until the start of the next
round.

Use at the start of a round.
Up to 2 other figures within
3 spaces of you gain 1 
or . During this round, a
friendly figure who spends
a  or  may reroll 1
attack die during that attack.

POWER OF THE DARK SIDE

4 xp

© LFL © FFG
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11 Story Mission Cards

“Your leadership must be protected.
At all costs!”
Keep this card secret. Play it
during any mission when an attack
is declared targeting a Leader.
Choose a friendly figure within
3 spaces of the defender. The
chosen figure may interrupt to
move up to 3 spaces to a space
adjacent to the defender. Then,
if the attacker has line of sight
to the chosen figure, that figure
becomes the target of the attack.
Then, either discard this card
or shuffle it back into your
Agenda deck.

Temple Onslaught
Temple Gardens

Reward: “Wookiee Roar” Reward Card
© LFL © FFG

1 xp

A

Geonosis - Facility

“Our analysts agree that the shard is
likely somewhere in the Jedi Temple,”
Command tells you via hologram. “We
know you wanted to recon the site, but
our intel indicates that there is no time.
The Empire’s forces are mobilizing with
nearly the same information you have.
You must reach the shard first! We dare
not even imagine it in the hands of the
Emperor.”
Story Mission: “Enemies Closer”
(page 34, Heart of the Empire)

B: Pierce 2

Drokkatta

B: +1H

6 Agenda Cards

Charge Pistol

Attack

Blaster - Pistol
+1 Accuracy
B: +1H
B: Gain 1.
Designed for civilian use,
but capable of more.

REWARD

© LFL © FFG

350 credits
© LFL © FFG

9 Item Cards
(3 decks, 3 in each)

14 Reward Cards

10 Command Cards

© LFL
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• J4X-7

Weakened

Droid

Harmful
While attacking, apply
-1B to the attack results.
While defending, apply
-1F to the defense results.

Tool
You can interact
with objects up to
2 spaces away from you.
During your activation,
you may give this card to
an adjacent hero.

+2 Accuracy

B: Pierce 2

B: +1H, +2 Accuracy

3 Form Cards

B: +1H

© LFL © FFG

• SCOUT

CLAWDITE SHAPESHIFTER

© LFL © FFG

4 Condition Cards

Pierce 1

Supporting Fire: While another
friendly figure is attacking a
figure adjacent to you, apply
Pierce 1 to the attack results.
Limit once per activation.

© LFL © FFG

“You want the impossible.”
-Luke Skywalker,
The Empire Strikes Back

© LFL © FFG

3 Supply Cards

Rifleman: When you declare an attack, replace
1 red die in your attack pool with 1 blue die.
Priority Target: Figures do not block line of
sight for your attacks.

Discard this condition at
the end of your activation.

Health

Speed

4

3

Defense

—

Attack

2 Companion Cards

28 Power Tokens

22

22

5 Condition Tokens

2
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2 Companion Tokens

22 Rubble Tokens

12 Energy Shield
Tokens

22

22

22

22

23

23

23

22

22

22

23

23

23

22

22

22

3 Ally and
Villain Tokens

23

23

23

23

23

23

8 ID Tokens with
24 ID Stickers

Inside this expansion

The Heart of the Empire expansion includes new content to
expand all elements of your Imperial Assault experience. There
are new heroes, classes, items, figures, and much more to enhance
your campaigns and skirmishes. In addition, this expansion
contains the Heart of the Empire campaign, whose story missions
can be combined with the side missions from the core game, this
expansion, and other expansions to create an entirely new story.

Before you Play

If you are new to Imperial Assault, make sure to read the Learn to
Play book found in the core game. There you will find a tutorial
mission and all the information needed to begin playing both
Imperial Assault and Heart of the Empire.

Expansion Setup
Each Imperial Assault expansion is designed to seamlessly
integrate into your collection. Before using this expansion for the
first time, carefully punch out all tokens and map tiles from the
cardboard frames. Then, perform the following steps:
• Add the Agenda, Command, Side Mission, and Skirmish
Mission cards to their respective supplies. Players may choose
these cards when building each of these respective decks when
playing a campaign or a skirmish.

Missions

Heart of the Empire features sixteen new campaign missions and
four new skirmish missions for Imperial Assault.

Campaign Missions
The new campaign missions can be used in one of two ways.
• Missions corresponding to a Side Mission card can be
incorporated into any campaign as a side mission.
• The story missions are featured in the Heart of the Empire
campaign and are used exclusively in that campaign.

Skirmish Missions
Heart of the Empire contains four new skirmish missions to be
shuffled into your Skirmish Mission deck. These missions use
the “30th Floor Plaza” and “Temple Gardens” maps, found on
the included Skirmish Map Sheet. One of these maps allows four
players to compete in a skirmish at once. Rules for four-player
skirmishes can be found on page 6.

AT-DP Figure ASSEMBLY

• Add the Condition, Class, Deployment, Item, Reward,
and Supply cards to their respective decks. Set aside the
Companion and Form cards.
• Assemble the AT-DP figure as shown. Add the Hero sheets,
plastic figures, tokens, and map tiles from this expansion to
their respective supplies.

4

• Set aside the new Story Mission cards. These will be used in
the Heart of the Empire campaign.

2

5
1

Players should finish any active campaigns before incorporating
the components from Heart of the Empire into the core game.
Note: In a campaign, players are limited to the number of figures
and Deployment cards included in this expansion. For example,
the Imperial player is limited to simultaneously using two Sentry
Droid groups and only one of those groups can be elite, even if he
owns multiple copies of this expansion.

3

Expansion Icon

All cards, sheets, and map tiles found in this
expansion are marked with the Heart of the
Empire expansion icon to distinguish these
components from those found in the core game
and other expansions.

Heart of the Empire

Rulebook
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Expansion Rules

The following sections describe the new rules featured in the
components of Heart of the Empire.

Skirmish Attachments
Some skirmish upgrade Deployment cards list the word
“Attachment” above their abilities. These cards can be attached to
other Deployment cards as follows:
• When deploying units during skirmish setup, if a player has one
or more “Attachment” cards included in his army, he places each
of these cards on one of his non-upgrade Deployment cards.
• Each Deployment card can have only one “Attachment.”
• Abilities on “Attachment” cards apply to all figures in the
corresponding group.
• Many attachments require the group to have a specific trait, such
as “Trooper.” Attachments with these restrictions cannot be
played on a group that does not have the trait.
When a group with an “Attachment” card is defeated, the opposing
player scores VPs equal to the deployment cost of the “Attachment”
card in addition to the VPs he scores from the defeated group.

Companions
A companion is a new type of support figure that is put into play
through various game effects and is associated with a hero or a
group. The companion shares that hero or group’s affiliation and
activates before or after the corresponding activation.
When a companion is put into play, place its Companion card
faceup in the ready position near its associated Deployment card
or Hero sheet. Then, place its token on the map as indicated by
the effect putting it into play.
A companion follows all normal rules for figures with the
following exceptions:
• A companion does not block line of sight, and a hostile figure
does not spend one additional movement point to enter a
space containing a companion.
• A companion can end its movement in a space containing
another figure, and another figure can end its movement in a
space containing a companion.
• A companion is adjacent to each figure and object in its space,
and each of those figures and objects are adjacent to the
companion.

Power tokens

• A companion cannot interact and cannot use abilities on
Class, Item, or Supply cards.

Various cards and abilities in Heart of the Empire allow figures
to gain power tokens. These tokens represent a variety of
things that increase a unit’s effectiveness in battle, from enhanced
armaments to affinity with the Force.

• A companion has a figure cost of 0 (see “Figure Cost” on pg. 8).

When a figure with a power token declares an
attack or is declared as the target of an attack,
that figure may discard 1 of its power tokens.
If it does, apply +1 of the symbol on that
token to that attack’s results. For example,
A power token
showing a
if a figure spent 1, that figure’s player would
damage symbol
apply +1F to the defense results.
When an ability instructs a figure to gain a specific power token,
that figure’s player claims one token of that type from the supply
and places it either near that figure on the board, or on that
figure’s deployment card or hero sheet if that figure is the only
figure in its group. When an ability instructs a player to gain any
number of , that player gains that number of power tokens of
his choice.
Each figure cannot have more than 2 total power tokens. If a
figure would gain more than 2, its player must choose tokens to
discard until the figure has 2. A figure cannot spend more than
1 power token per attack.

• If a companion performs an attribute test, it automatically fails.
• When a group that is associated with a companion leaves play,
the companion remains in play but can no longer activate
unless a game effect allows that companion to activate as part
of a different group.
• During a campaign, only one companion of each type can be
in play at a time. During a skirmish, each player may have one
companion of each type in play.
• When a companion is put into play under a player’s control, if
that companion was already in play under that player’s control,
it is removed from the map first.
• During a skirmish, abilities that affect a specific companion can
affect only your copy of that companion.

Deployment card Restrictions
Some Deployment cards can be used in only one style of play in
Imperial Assault. A Deployment card marked with a Campaign
Deployment Icon ( ) can be used only in a campaign, while a
Deployment card marked with a Skirmish Deployment Icon ( )
can be used only in a skirmish.

Figure Cost
Each figure in Imperial Assault has a figure cost that may be
referenced by abilities and game effects. A figure cost is one of two
values:
• If a deployment group has a starting group size of 1, that
figure’s figure cost is equal to the group’s deployment cost.
• If a deployment group has a starting group size of 2 or more,
each figure in that group has a figure cost equal to the group’s
reinforcement cost.
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Class Cards

Rebel Upgrade Stage

Some heroes, such as Drokkatta, have a Class deck that includes
Item cards with an XP cost. These cards can be purchased with XP
like any other Class card and are used like other items of the same
type. If a player wishes to sell any of these items after purchasing
them, he may do so for 50 credits like any other Item card without
a listed credit cost.

When one or more expansions are incorporated into an Imperial
Assault campaign, Rebel players follow a different procedure
during Rebel Upgrade Stages.

Energy shields and Rubble
In Heart of the Empire, there are two new token types that alter the
terrain of the battlefield of Imperial Assault: energy shields and
rubble. When an ability or effect requires the placement of one of
these elements, the player takes one of these tokens from the supply
and places it in the space directed by the ability or effect.
A space can contain both rubble and an energy shield.

Rubble
A space containing rubble is considered to be
difficult terrain, in addition to its other terrain
types. The effect of rubble does not stack with the
effect of preexisting difficult terrain.

Energy shields
A space containing an energy shield blocks line of
sight, but does not block movement, adjacency,
or counting spaces. The diagonal intersection of
a space containing an energy shield and either a
wall, blocking terrain, or another energy shield
also blocks line of sight. Line of sight can be
traced to a figure or object occupying a space
containing an energy shield.

Rebel players no longer draw six cards from each Item deck listed
in the campaign log. Instead, players should make note of the total
number of cards in each Item deck at the start of the campaign.
Then, during each Rebel Upgrade Stage, Rebel players draw a
number of cards from each of the appropriate Item decks equal to
half that number (rounded up) for the respective deck.

Negative Deployment Cost
Some Skirmish Upgrade cards in Heart of the Empire feature a
negative deployment cost. When a player includes a card with
a negative deployment cost in his army, it modifies the total
deployment cost of the rest of the Deployment cards selected.
So, if a player includes a card with a cost of -4, he could include
additional Deployment cards with a total cost up to 44.

If a card with a negative deployment cost is an attachment, the
other Deployment cards selected for the army must include at
least one eligible card onto which it can be attached. When a
A rubble token group with an attachment with a negative deployment cost is
defeated, the VPs scored are modified by that card’s negative cost.

Form Cards
An energy
shield token

Form cards are a new card type used to represent different
shapes, styles, or forms a figure can assume. In Heart of the
Empire, a Clawdite Shapeshifter uses these to represent its
transformations. A Form card adds its text box and abilities box to
a Deployment card.
When a Form card is gained, place that Form card, oriented
horizontally, below the relevant Deployment card. All text on the
Form card is treated as though it were text on that Deployment card.
A Deployment card can only gain a Form card with a subname
corresponding to that Deployment card’s name.
4

Clawdite Shapeshifter
Hunter - Spy

Line of sight cannot be traced through
a space containing an energy shield.
Health

Speed

6

4

Defense

Attack

Shape: When you are deployed, you may
gain 1 Form card of your choice from
the supply.
Shift: At the start of each round, you may
switch your Form card with 1 other Form
card of your choice.

© LFL © FFG

Text Boxes
Rifleman: When you declare an attack, replace
1 red die in your attack pool with 1 blue die.
Priority Target: Figures do not block line of
sight for your attacks.
© LFL © FFG

+2 Accuracy

B: Pierce 2

B: +1H, +2 Accuracy

Line of sight cannot be traced through the diagonal
intersection of an energy shield and either a wall,
blocking terrain, or another energy shield.

Abilities Box

• SCOUT

CLAWDITE SHAPESHIFTER

A Scout Form card adds its abilities box and text
box to that of a Clawdite Shapeshifter card.

Heart of the Empire
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Four-player Skirmishes

Game Modes

The “Temple Gardens” skirmish map, found on the Skirmish Map
Sheet, allows four players to compete in a massive Imperial Assault
battle. Depending on which mission is played, the players could
all compete against each other in a Free-For-All or combine forces
with another in a Team Battle.

There are two different modes of play for four-player skirmishes:
Free-For-All and Team Battle.

Setup and Gameplay Changes

A Free-For-All skirmish ends immediately when at least one
player has gained 40 or more VPs, at which point the player with
the most VPs wins the game. The game will also end when three
players have been eliminated, at which point the remaining
player wins the game.

During a four-player skirmish, apply the following changes to the
rules of setting up and playing a skirmish, found on page 4 of the
Skirmish Guide in the core game:
• In step 3 of Skirmish Setup, “Determine and set up Skirmish
Mission,” players do not use their standard Skirmish Mission
deck, but rather, use a deck that includes only Skirmish
mission cards corresponding to four-player skirmish maps.
• Two additional deployment zones, yellow and green, are
available for players to deploy figures. In step 4 of Skirmish
Setup, “Deploy Units,” the player who has initiative chooses
one of the four available deployment zones and deploys all of
his figures in this deployment zone. The player to his left does
the same, choosing from the remaining deployment zones, and
so on until all players have deployed.
• During the Activation Phase, instead of play passing back
and forth between two opponents, each player in clockwise
order activates a group.
• During the Skirmish Status Phase, all players ready all of their
Deployment cards and the player who has the initiative token
passes it to the player on his left.

6
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Free-For-All
When playing a Free-For-All skirmish, all other players are
opponents, and all of their figures are hostile figures.

Team Battle
During a Team Battle skirmish, the players on your immediate
left and right are your opponents and the remaining player is your
teammate. All figures belonging to opponents are hostile, and all
figures belonging to your teammate are friendly.
A Team Battle skirmish ends immediately when one team has
collectively gained 60 or more VPs, at which point the team with
the most VPs wins the game. The game will also end when a
pair of teammates have both been eliminated, at which point the
remaining team wins the game.

Special Rules

Conflicts in a four-player skirmish

In a four-player skirmish, some special rules come into effect.

During a four-player skirmish, mission rules are resolved first,
followed by effects from the player with initiative, and then effects
from each other player, proceeding clockwise around the table.

• When a card effect targets your opponent (such as “Shadow
Ops”), you must choose one available opponent.
• If a player would claim the initiative token out of turn, such
as by playing “Take Initiative,” that player receives the first
activation on that turn, but does not claim the initiative token.
After the first activation resolves, play passes to the player with
the initiative token and then proceeds normally.
-- The player with the initiative token cannot also use effects
that would claim the initiative token.
-- If multiple players use effects that would claim the
initiative token, each of those players gain an activation
that they may use before the player with initiative resolves
his first activation. These activations are resolved in order of
initiative.
-- A player cannot use more than one effect that would allow
him to claim the initiative token in the same round.
• When the last figure in a group is defeated, the player who
defeated that figure gains the VPs for that figure’s group.
-- When the last figure in a group is defeated, but was not
defeated by an opponent, such as when a Probe Droid
becomes defeated after using “Self-Destruct,” that
figure’s player chooses one available opponent to gain the
VPs for that group.
• If all of a player’s figures are defeated, that player is eliminated.
He can no longer play cards, and his Skirmish Upgrade cards
no longer have any effect.
• If more than one player includes the Skirmish Upgrade card
“Devious Scheme” in his army, then all copies of “Devious
Scheme” have no effect.

Also, when playing a team battle skirmish, conflicts that arise
during an attack resolve slightly differently than in other missions.
Mission rules are resolved first, followed by effects from the
attacker and the attacker’s figures, then effects from the defender
and his figures. After both the attacker’s and defender’s effects
have resolved, the attacker’s teammate may resolve effects,
followed by the defender’s teammate.

Rule Clarifications and
Rules Reference Additions
“Everything is proceeding as I have foreseen.”
-Emperor Palpatine, Return of the Jedi

This section introduces new combinations and clarifications of
existing rules that are not included in the Rules Reference Guide
in the core game, particularly with relation to new components
found in Heart of the Empire.
If an entry in this section has the same title as an entry in the
Rules Reference Guide, treat the information in this section as
augmenting that entry in the Rules Reference Guide.
As in the core game, if a rule in this section contradicts a rule in
the core game Learn to Play booklet or Skirmish Guide, the rule
in this section takes priority.
Additionally, if a rule in this section should contradict a rule
found the core game’s Rules Reference Guide, the rule in this
Sentry Droid
section takes priority. 3
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Abilities Box

The abilities box is the portion of a Companion, Deployment, or
Form card that includes keywords, passive abilities, and surge
abilities.
B: +1H

B: Pierce 2

B: +1 Accuracy
A Multi-Fire: Perform 2 attacks. Each attack

The must
abilities
box of an elite Sentry Droid
have a different target. Apply -1H to
each attack’s results.
A Charged Shot: Perform an attack. Apply
+2 Accuracy to the attack results.
Targeting Computer: While attacking, you may
reroll 1 attack die.
© LFL © FFG

Health

Speed

5

4

Defense

Attack

Attacks
• During an attack, if a figure ends its movement such that the
attacker no longer has line of sight to the target, the attack
misses. If the target of a P attack ends its movement such that
it is no longer adjacent to the attacker (or within 2 spaces if the
attack has Reach), the attack misses.

Special Situations Regarding Attacks
• Some abilities allow players to perform an attack with a hostile
figure. To resolve such an attack, the player resolving the
ability controls the hostile figure for the duration of that attack.
-- The player resolving the ability chooses the target of the
attack. All non-neutral figures are considered hostile and no
figures are considered friendly while performing this attack.
The figure cannot target itself.
-- During a campaign, while a Rebel player is attacking with
an Imperial figure or the Imperial player is attacking with a
Rebel figure, that figure is considered to be both Rebel and
Imperial by mission rules.
-- A figure that uses such an ability does not count as having
performed an attack.
-- When a player performs an attack with a hostile figure, that
player may spend one of that figure’s power tokens.

Attribute Tests
• Some abilities give a figure the option of whether or not to
perform an attribute test. If that figure chooses not to perform
the test, it counts as not having succeeded at that test.

Clawdite Shapeshifters
If there are multiple Clawdite Shapeshifters in play, only 1 copy of
each Clawdite Shapeshifter Form card can be in play at the same
time. During a skirmish, only 1 copy can be in play in each army
instead.

Distribute
Some effects allow a player to distribute a number of identical
elements amongst various figures. When doing so, that player
gives a number of those elements to each of those figures such
that the total number given out is equal to or less than the amount
designated to be distributed. Each figure amongst those to whom
the elements are to be distributed may receive as many as the total
number or as few as zero.

• If a figure does not have either of the costs listed in the main
definition of “Figure Cost,” such as the captive from “Imperial
Hospitality,” (pg. 29, Campaign Guide, core game) it has a
figure cost of 0.

Hidden Information
• When a mission event provides a choice to the Rebel players,
the Imperial player reads only the portions of that mission
event that corresponds to the option chosen.

Interior Spaces
In Heart of the Empire, tiles 01A–12A are composed of interior
spaces and those tiles have the interior tile type.
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• The Weakened condition is also used as a keyword to apply the
corresponding condition.

Licensing Management: Simone Elliott
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Production Management: Jason Beaudoin and Megan Duehn
Board Game Manager: Justin Kemppainen
Creative Director: Andrew Navaro

Text Box
The text box is the portion of a Companion, Deployment, or
Form card that includes
specifically
worded and named special
B: +1H
B: Pierce 2
actions, surge abilities, and passive abilities.
B: +1 Accuracy

A Multi-Fire: Perform 2 attacks. Each attack
must have a different target. Apply -1H to
each attack’s results.
A Charged Shot: Perform an attack. Apply
+2 Accuracy to the attack results.
Targeting Computer: While attacking, you may
reroll 1 attack die.
© LFL © FFG

The
text box
Droid
Health
Speedof an elite
Defense SentryAttack
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“You”
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Many cards use the word “you” to refer to a figure instead of the
player. For example, if a Deployment card reads “While attacking,
you may reroll 1 attack die,” any figure belonging to that card’s
group may reroll one die while it is attacking.
• If an effect corresponding to a figure instructs “you” to claim a
token, gain VPs, or manipulate cards, or refers to “your” army
or figures, “you” refers to that figure’s player.
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The Heart of the Empire
Campaign

The Heart of the Empire campaign is a new full campaign for
Imperial Assault. This campaign will play out similarly to the
campaign found in the core game; heroes will fight through a
series of story and side missions as they, and the Empire, grow
stronger.

Time Period
In order to allow a more open-ended play experience, the Heart of
the Empire campaign does not include a time period. Missions of
all time periods may be included when playing this campaign.

Agenda Cards
During the Heart of the Empire campaign, the Imperial player may
only have a total of four Agenda cards between his hand and his
play area. If, at the end of an Imperial Upgrade Stage, he has more
than four Agenda cards, he must choose cards to discard until he
has four.

Hidden Information
During the Heart of the Empire campaign, the Imperial player
may be given the option to make narrative choices as the result of
mission rewards. For that reason, in the mission guide portion of
this rulebook, the Imperial player is not allowed to read beyond
the story mission whose card is currently in play as the active
mission.

Progression
Following each Story Mission other than the Introduction and
Finale in the Heart of the Empire campaign, each player will
receive 2 XP and the winning side will receive a reward based on
the narrative implications of the preceding mission.

The Campaign Log
As in the core game campaign, players utilize a campaign log
to track and record information relevant to the progression of
the campaign.
The campaign log for the Heart of the Empire campaign is found
on the back of this rulebook and is used in a fashion identical to
the campaign log in the core game.
Players can print out additional campaign logs online at:
FantasyFlightGames.com/ImperialAssault

STOP!
Only the Imperial player is allowed to read information
contained in the campaign portion of this rulebook. Rebel
players can ask the Imperial player to repeat any rules
previously read, but they are never allowed to look at or read
any of the mission information beyond this page.
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MISSION

4

3

3

2

2

THREAT LEVEL

Tier 2 & 3 Items, Spend XP

Tier 2 Items, Spend XP

Tier 1 & 2 Items, Spend XP

Tier 1 & 2 Items, Spend XP

Tier 1 Items, Spend XP

Tier 1 Items, Spend XP

REBEL UPGRADE

Agenda, Spend XP

Agenda, Spend XP

Agenda, Spend XP

Agenda, Spend XP

Agenda, Spend XP

Agenda, Spend XP

Agenda, Spend XP

IMPERIAL UPGRADE

H eart of tHe e mpire C ampaign L og
INTRODUCTION

Dark recon
SIDE MISSION

STORY MISSION 1

SIDE MISSION

STORY MISSION 2

SIDE MISSION

4

Tier 2 & 3 Items, Spend XP

FORCED MISSION

THREAT LEVEL

THREAT LEVEL

STORY MISSION 3

5

THREAT LEVEL

THREAT LEVEL

FORCED MISSION

FINALE

FORCED MISSION

THREAT LEVEL

5

FORCED MISSION

Threat Level is equal to that of the previous Mission’s Threat Level

Experience (XP)

Ongoing Agendas
Name

Experience (XP)
Name

Credits

Name

Influence

Target

Name

Name

Empire

Rebels
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